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Indestructibles Welcome Baby
It's the little series that could: Indestructibles are
innovative books built for the way babies read.
Printed on a unique, nontoxic, paperlike material that
holds up to anything babies throw at them,
Indestructibles are rip proof, chew proof, drool proof
and gum proof. They’re 100% baby safe—and
they’re washable. When a book gets dirty, just throw
it in the dishwasher or washing machine, and voilà,
the book is back and ready for more. Featuring the
second set of titles by Kate Merritt, whose distinctive
and colorful collage illustrations are as adorable to
parents as they are to babies, here is a new
Indestructibles that is a joy to read aloud. Baby
Peekaboo celebrates the favorite playtime game
while teaching the concept of object permanence.
“Who’s hiding behind the toys? Peekaboo! It’s
Puppy!” Simple, engaging text encourages language
development, and each spread is filled with sweet
details.
Shares illustrations of familiar foods, toys, and
vehicles with readers.
Built for the way babies read. Sweet, soothing
books, uniquely designed for safety and
convenience, Indestructibles are printed on
lightweight, nontoxic paper material, easy to clean
(even dishwasher safe), and 100% chew, rip, bend,
and drool proof. Busy City introduces babies to the
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bustling city, with lots of sights and sounds to
experience on every page. Delightful for babies to
page through on their own or with Mom or Dad or an
older sibling, this books, with its bright pictures and
minimal text, is ideal for expecting parents, baby
showers, or as a welcome-home gifts for a newborn.
Count with farm animals in a book that’s
indestructible. Find the numbers and say the
rhyme—all the way up way up to ten! Count the
animals—one, two, three! See how many ponies
neigh and how many puppies play! Indestructibles is
the trusted series for easing little ones into story
time. Beloved by babies and their parents,
Indestructibles are built for the way babies “read”
(i.e., with their hands and mouths) and are: Rip
Proof—made of ultra-durable tight-woven material
Waterproof—can be chewed on, drooled on, and
washed! Emergent Literacy Tool—bright pictures and
few or no words encourage dialogic reading
Portable—lightweight books can go anywhere, perfect
for the diaper bag and for travel Safe for
Baby—meets ASTM safety standards
Books babies can really sink their gums into!
INDESTRUCTIBLES are built for the way babies
"read": with their hands and mouths.
INDESTRUCTIBLES won't rip or tear and are 100%
washable. They're made for baby to hold, grab,
chew, pull, and bend. What green vegetable looks
like a tree? Broccoli! Can you find a fruit that's small
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and yellow? Lemon! Can you pick out two berries so
red and sweet? Raspberry and strawberry! Explore a
rainbow of delicious foods in a book that's
INDESTRUCTIBLE. Also available in bilingual
English-Spanish.
Hug, kiss, nuzzle, snuggle, bounce, rock: There are
so many ways to show your love to baby! Share the
love on each spread with simple text prompts and
adorable illustrations of baby animals and their
families, from cats to bears to bunnies. With over two
million copies in print, Indestructibles are the books
built for the way babies read. They are 100 percent
baby-proof, chew-proof, rip-proof, and drool-proof.
Printed on a unique nontoxic, paperlike material that
holds up to anything babies can throw at
it—gumming, spilling, dragging across the
floor—Indestructibles are the little books that could.
They’re indestructible. And if they get dirty, just
throw them in the dishwasher.
The sky is blue—and so are blueberries! Tomatoes
are red, just like ladybugs and stop signs! Flowers
and giraffes are yellow—school buses, too! See all
the colors in a book that’s indestructible!
Indestructibles is the trusted series for easing little
ones into story time. Beloved by babies and their
parents, Indestructibles are built for the way babies
“read” (i.e., with their hands and mouths) and are:
Rip Proof—made of ultra-durable tight-woven material
Waterproof—can be chewed on, drooled on, and
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washed! Emergent Literacy Tool—bright pictures and
few or no words encourage dialogic reading
Portable—lightweight books can go anywhere, perfect
for the diaper bag and for travel Safe for
Baby—meets ASTM safety standards
A real book for real parents, this title offers a unique
and hysterical way to commemorate those decidedly
"non"-Kodak moments that compose the better part
of the newborn experience.
Indestructibles: Welcome, BabyWorkman Publishing
Welcome to the wacky world of animal group names in this
rollicking new picture book that’s perfect for anyone who ever
wondered what to call a group of giraffes. A group of rhinos is
called a crash, which happens sometimes in a flash. Honking
their horns, always hurrying to arrive, with such poor eyesight
they really shouldn’t drive Everyone has heard of a school of
fish and a flock of birds, but did you know that a group of
rhinos is called a crash? Parents and children will love
sharing this hilarious and imaginative read-aloud filled with
clever word play and bright illustrations that introduce readers
to the surprising world of collective nouns used to name some
of your favorite animal groups.
It's the little series that could: Indestructibles are innovative
books built for the way babies read. Printed on a unique,
nontoxic, paperlike material that holds up to anything babies
throw at them, Indestructibles are rip proof, chew proof, drool
proof and gum proof. They’re 100% baby safe—and they’re
washable. When a book gets dirty, just throw it in the
dishwasher or washing machine, and voilà, the book is back
and ready for more. Featuring the second set of titles by Kate
Merritt, whose distinctive and colorful collage illustrations are
as adorable to parents as they are to babies, here is a new
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Indestructibles that is a joy to read aloud. Baby Night-Night
makes the bedtime ritual—putting on pajamas, reading a story,
and the good-night kiss—a special time for parents and
children. Simple, engaging text encourages language
development, and each spread is filled with sweet details.
Baby Shower Guest Book : Safari Jungle Animals Welcome
Baby Planning your best friend's baby shower? Then don't
forget the most important gift of all - the WELCOME BABY
guest book! Our adorably-themed Safari guest book makes
collecting memories of this special occasion an absolute
breeze. Inside, you'll find 92 guest pages where each guest
can leave their name, best advice for the parents-to-be, and
best wishes for the baby. The artistic design is thickly bound
together with durable white paper, and it's versatile too.
Whether it's a boy or girl, twins, or a complete surprise until
the birth, the WELCOME BABY guest book is a perfect
match. Plus, the last 10 pages of the book feature gift log
pages, making it easy to send Thank You cards to all those
generous guests. It makes a wonderful memento that will
always be treasured and the perfect gift for the Mom-to-Be. *
Artistic soft deluxe cover * Animals Safari Theme *
Landscape format (8.25 x 6) * High-quality thick binding with
durable white paper * BONUS 10 gift log pages
Hey! Hey! What do you say! It’s time to take a bath today.
From the irrepressible Sandra Boynton comes an irresistible
storybook for bath time. Bath Time! is waterproof, nontoxic,
completely baby-safe—and it floats! It’s a classic tale of pig
meets paint. Spattered with colors from a long day at the
easel, the pig takes to the tub, washcloth in hoof, determined
to get all pink and clean. Gently scrub from top to toes. Now I
kiss you on the nose. All clean! (Squeak squeak!) On the last
page, the snout has a bound-in squeaker. Get it? Squeaky
clean?
Now selling a million copies a year, INDESTRUCTIBLES is
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the runaway little series that could! Printed on a special
nontoxic, 100% washable, paperlike, recyclable material that
is rip proof, chew proof, and drool proof, they are books
designed for the way babies read—with their mouths! Let’s Be
Kind encourages kindness by introducing words and phrases
like please, thank you, and I’m sorry in a warm, familial
setting. INDESTRUCTIBLES’ text is simple and engaging,
and the bold, bright illustrations hold baby’s attention. Priced
at just $5.95, these books are such a great value, parents will
want to collect them all.
Now babies can learn all about the things that go in a book
that's indestructible. With call-out identifications on each
spread, Things That Go! is a vibrant introduction to those
irresistible vehicles that fly, drive, sail, dig, lift, dump, and
more. With almost two million copies in print, Indestructibles
are the books built for the way babies read. They are 100
percent baby-proof, chew-proof, rip-proof, and drool-proof.
Printed on a unique nontoxic, paperlike material that holds up
to anything babies can throw at it—gumming, spilling, dragging
across the floor—Indestructibles are the little books that could.
They’re indestructible. And if they get dirty, just throw them in
the wash.
Presents brightly colored illustrations of jungle animals.
Little elephant, let's get clean. Splash! Lion cub is messy, too.
Lick, Lick! Now it's your turn, baby. Yay, bubbles! Learn all
about bath time in a book that's INDESTRUCTIBLE.
Indestructibles is the trusted series for easing little ones into
storytime. Beloved by babies and their parents,
Indestructibles are built for the way babies “read” (i.e., with
their hands and mouths) and are: Rip Proof—made of ultradurable tight-woven material Waterproof—can be chewed on,
drooled on, and washed! Emergent Literacy Tool—bright
pictures and few or no words encourage dialogic reading
Portable—lightweight books can go anywhere, perfect for the
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diaper bag and for travel Safe for Baby—meets ASTM safety
standards
A wordless version of the classic children's song.
Sing a nursery rhyme with a book that’s indestructible! Old
MacDonald had a farm, ee-i-ee-i-oh. And on that farm he had
a cow,* ee-i-ee-i-oh. *or a horse, pig, goat, chinchilla, or
condor! Indestructibles is the trusted series for easing little
ones into story time. Beloved by babies and their parents,
Indestructibles are built for the way babies “read” (i.e., with
their hands and mouths) and are: Rip Proof—made of ultradurable tight-woven material Waterproof—can be chewed on,
drooled on, and washed! Emergent Literacy Tool—bright
pictures and few or no words encourage dialogic reading
Portable—lightweight books can go anywhere, perfect for the
diaper bag and for travel Safe for Baby—meets ASTM safety
standards
Hooray! Introducing two adorable additions to the
unstoppable INDESTRUCTIBLES series: All Year Round: A
Book of Seasons and Big and Little: A Book of Opposites.
Babies and their parents can’t get enough of the innovative
INDESTRUCTIBLES format, now boasting 41 titles and 6.3
million copies in print. Published on a unique, paperlike
material that is 100% rip proof, chew proof, nontoxic, and
completely washable, these books are designed for the way
babies “read”—with their mouths!—and hold up to round after
round of chewing, gumming, drooling, pulling, and bending.
When they do get dirty, no problem. Parents just have to
rinse them off or throw them in the dishwasher to restore
them to their clean condition. Big and Little is a charming
book of opposites: Baby is little. Doggie is big. Baby is sad.
Baby is happy. Baby is awake. Baby is asleep. Shhh . . .
Carolina Búzio’s illustrations are charming and brightly
colored; the simple and engaging text is a delight to read
aloud and designed to promote language development.
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Priced at just $5.95 each, All Year Round and Big and Little
belong on every baby’s bookshelf.
Welcome to Wimmelworld—a land of few words, yet endless
entertainment—for curious kids age 2 to 5! In these one-of-akind picture books, every page is bursting with life—and tons
to discover! Children as young as age 2 have a blast pointing
out recognizable things, while older kids can follow the star
characters from page to page, telling their stories along the
way. How? Wimmelbooks are virtually instruction-free, inviting
kids to make their own way through the busy Wimmelworld
they encounter, and to craft their own stories. First, you’re
introduced to a unique cast of characters who are hidden in
plain sight on the pages that follow. As you seek them out,
each character’s storyline unfolds, but it’s up to kids to
interpret the scenes and create stories they think fit. It’s
hours upon hours of fun—and an effortless introduction to
literacy to boot. My Big Wimmelbook—My Busy Day invites
readers to join a lively group of kids, families, friends, and
workers as they go about their normal daily routines. From
starting with a healthy breakfast to an exciting day at school,
swinging in the park, and more, readers will have a blast
recognizing their own daily lives reflected in the many
activities packed into this single bustling day in Wimmeltown.
-------------------- Wimmelbooks originated in Germany decades
ago and have become a worldwide sensation with children
(and adults!) everywhere. My Big Wimmelbooks is the firstever Wimmelbook series to feature Wimmelbooks as
Wimmelbooks in English.
Babies love baby animals, and now they can learn all about
them in a book that's indestructible. This charmingly
illustrated menagerie includes some of the fuzziest, wuzziest,
cuddliest, and cutest babies in the animal kingdom. With over
two million copies in print, Indestructibles are the books built
for the way babies read. They are 100 percent baby-proof,
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chew-proof, rip-proof, and drool-proof. Printed on a unique
nontoxic, paperlike material that holds up to anything babies
can throw at it—gumming, spilling, dragging across the
floor—Indestructibles are the little books that could. They’re
indestructible. And if they get dirty, just throw them in the
dishwasher.
Baby Proof Emily Griffin A novel that explores the question: Is
there ever a deal-breaker when it comes to true love? Claudia
Parr has everything going for her. A successful editor at a
publishing house in Manhattan, she's also a devoted sister,
aunt, and friend. Yet she's never wanted to become a
mother--which she discovers is a major hurdle to marriage,
something she desperately wants. Then she meets her soul
mate Ben who, miraculously, feels the same way about
parenthood. The two fall in love and marry, committed to one
another and their life of adventure and discovery. All's well
until one of them has a change of heart. Someone wants a
baby after all. This is the witty, heartfelt story about what
happens to the perfect couple when they suddenly want
different things and there is no compromise. It's about
deciding what is most important in life and wagering
everything to get it. And most of all, it's about the things we
will--and won't--do for love.
Announcing a brand new idea in publishing books for babies:
the completely durable, completely safe Indestructibles.
Published on the same paper-like material used in shipping
envelopes, Indestructibles are 100% baby-proof: chew-proof,
drool-proof, and rip-proof. That's because Indestructibles not
only will not tear or turn gummy with teething, but they are
also completely washable. Indestructibles are also energetic,
beautiful, and created just for baby. The printing material
reproduces color artwork with uncommon depth, and with no
residual inkiness; the artwork, paintings by Kaaren Pixton and
reminiscent of Eric Carle, is happy, each page a simple,
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colorful image of an animal or bird or insect against a rich,
textured background. The effect is 3D-like and completely
visual. There are no words, making each perfect for parents
and babies to look at together, with mom or dad telling the
story. Three titles launch the series: Creep! Crawl! about
animals that crawl, Flutter! Fly! about animals that fly, and
Wiggle! March! about farm animals—books babies can really
sink their teeth into.

Babysaurus loves playing hide-and-seek with his
Papasaurus. But one day, no matter where he looks,
he can't find him, so Babysaurus turns to his
prehistoric friends for help. Where can his
Papasaurus be? Of course, Papasaurus has been
right there all along, and when Babysaurus needs a
little help, Papasaurus is ready with a big kiss and
more games. This colorful and reassuring book is a
fresh twist on a perennial theme that will win the
hearts of little ones and their papas alike.
Enjoy the wonders of nature in a book that’s
indestructible! Look up at the BIG BLUE sky.
SPLISH in the water just like a fish. Take a walk and
STRETCH like tall, tall trees. Indestructibles is the
trusted series for easing little ones into story time.
Beloved by babies and their parents, Indestructibles
are built for the way babies “read” (i.e., with their
hands and mouths) and are: Rip Proof—made of ultradurable tight-woven material Waterproof—can be
chewed on, drooled on, and washed! Emergent
Literacy Tool—bright pictures and few or no words
encourage dialogic reading Portable—lightweight
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books can go anywhere, perfect for the diaper bag
and for travel Safe for Baby—meets ASTM safety
standards
This adorable;baby shower guestbookis the perfect
way to capture the memories of your shower! It is
designed to fit beautifully with yourSafari
Junglethemed shower invitations and accessories.
Your guests will be able to sign their names, leave
advice for parents, and write their well wishes for the
baby! Each page has 3 lined sections: Name, Advice
for Parents, Wishes for Baby. BONUS SECTION:
Agift logis included in the back to help you stay
organized and keep track of gifts, making it easy to
send thank you cards after your baby shower! Plus
10 pages with pretty frames forkeepsakes, pictures,
and use as you wishto capture the memories of your
special day. Cover: Soft Durable Velvet Touch
Interior: 120 Total Pages (90 Guest Sign-In Sheets +
10 Gift Log Tracker Pages + 10 Keepsake Pages)
Indestructibles are the books built for the way babies
read. They are 100 percent baby-proof, chew-proof,
rip-proof, and drool-proof. Printed on a unique
nontoxic, paperlike material that holds up to anything
babies can throw at it—gumming, spilling, dragging
across the floor— Indestructibles are the little books
that could. They’re indestructible. And if they get
dirty, just throw them in the washing machine or
dishwasher. Baby Faces features baby’s favorite
thing: pictures of other babies. It’s a book for
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parents and children to share together the many
moods of a baby.
Packed with comic capers and animal antics, this
brilliantly bold book follows Mouse’s madcap pursuit
of Gorilla through a variety of exciting settings. Are
you ready? Then let’s go! Follow that car! Start your
engines! As Mouse hops on his motorcycle to chase
after Gorilla, the duo dashes through busy building
sites, rolling railway stations, alpine avalanches, and
more! Teeming with detail-rich scenes and slapstick
humor . . . as well as every kind of comical car, boat,
truck, and train . . . the book rewards and delights a
gleeful poring over of its pages—while also ending up
with a satisfyingly silly reason for all the adventure.
Is Gorilla such a baddie after all?
Wake up Beach Baby, it's a brand NEW day.
Welcome to another fun day at the beach! Enjoy
building sand castles, gathering sea shells,
swimming, watching sailboats, and so much more!
From sandy walks to evening bonfires, explore the
world with your Beach Baby. Celebrate all the places
where you and Baby learn, laugh, love, and play!
From waking in the morning to saying Good Night,
take a fun journey through all the places and
activities you and Baby love to share. Adorable
illustrations and delightful rhyming text help toddlers
and preschool-kids build listening and memory skills.
These colorful and sturdy board books are built for
read-a-longs, family vacations, and precious
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together time. The perfect gift for birthdays, baby
showers, travel, and housewarming and going away
parties. Whether you're exploring the city or the
suburbs; the mountains or the country; the lake or
the beach; these cute and clever books will bring
your Baby's world to life.
Built for the way babies read. Sweet, soothing
books, uniquely designed for safety and
convenience, Indestructibles are printed on
lightweight, nontoxic paper material, easy to clean
(even dishwasher safe), and 100% chew, rip, bend,
and drool proof. In My Neighborhood introduces
babies to the concept of community as they meet the
friendly people in their neighborhood. Delightful for
babies to page through on their own or with Mom or
Dad or an older sibling, this books, with its bright
pictures and minimal text, is ideal for expecting
parents, baby showers, or as a welcome-home gifts
for a newborn.
Affectionate, funny, and joyful, this is the perfect
book for little ones and their families to share. I Love
You Baby is the newest collaboration between two
huge stars of the picture book world, internationally
successful illustrator Judi Abbot and award-winning
author Claire Freedman.
For parents, the arrival of a newborn child is an event
that offers the promise of never-ending love. Filled with
lively illustrations and heartfelt rhyming text, Welcome
Little One allows parents and children to celebrate and
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cherish their bond.
Built for the way babies read. Sweet, soothing books,
uniquely designed for safety and convenience,
Indestructibles are printed on lightweight, nontoxic paper
material, easy to clean (even dishwasher safe), and
100% chew, rip, bend, and drool proof. Hello, Farm!
introduces babies to farm animals: galloping horses,
muddy pigs, shaggy sheep, and more. There's so much
to see on every page! Delightful for babies to page
through on their own or with Mom or Dad or an older
sibling, this books, with its bright pictures and minimal
text, is ideal for expecting parents, baby showers, or as a
welcome-home gifts for a newborn.
It’s the series that could! Built for the way babies read.
Sweet, soothing books, uniquely designed for safety and
convenience, INDESTRUCTIBLES are printed on
lightweight, nontoxic paper material, easy to clean (even
dishwasher safe), and 100% chew, rip, bend, and drool
proof. And now, introducing the cozy topic of home!
Home Sweet Home introduces baby to different rooms
(living room, kitchen, bathroom, bedroom) and the many
things inside of them (couch, table, bathtub, crib),
reinforcing the pleasure of the home for families.
Delightful for babies to page through on their own or with
Mom or Dad or an older sibling, this books, with its bright
pictures and minimal text, is ideal for expecting parents,
baby showers, or as a welcome-home gifts for a
newborn.
From the moment the baby arrived, it was obvious that
he was the boss. The boss baby is used to getting his
way - drinks made to order 24/7, his private jet plane,
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and meetings around the clock. But when his demands
aren't getting proper responses, he has to go to new
lengths to achieve the attention he deserves. Marla
Frazee brings her signature wit and humour - along with
adorable illustrations - to a book that explores the effect
of one family's very unusual new arrival.
Welcome, baby! We’re so happy you’re home.
Welcome, Baby captures the joy of welcoming a
newborn into the family. Full-color illustrations by
Stephan Lomp show baby being cradled for the first time,
or baby meeting the family pet. With over two million
copies in print, Indestructibles are the books built for the
way babies read. They are 100 percent baby-proof, chewproof, rip-proof, and drool-proof. Printed on a unique
nontoxic, paperlike material that holds up to anything
babies can throw at it—gumming, spilling, dragging
across the floor—Indestructibles are the little books that
could. They’re indestructible. And if they get dirty, just
throw them in the dishwasher.
Jingle Baby is the perfect stocking stuffer or gift for
baby’s first Christmas. The tree, the decorations, the
gingerbread house, the gathering of family and
friends—it’s a lovely story of sharing holiday traditions.
And this book holds up to even the stickiest of candycaned fingers: It’s 100 percent baby-proof, chew-proof,
rip-proof, and drool-proof. Printed on a unique nontoxic,
paperlike material that holds up to anything babies can
throw at it—gumming, spilling, dragging across the
floor—Indestructibles are the little books that could. And if
they get dirty, just throw them in the dishwasher or rinse
them in the sink. With more than two million copies in
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print, Indestructibles are the books built for the way
babies read.
A book of humor and satire covers topics from baseball
to Macbeth
Beach Baby is the perfect beach book for baby, telling
the sweet story of baby’s day at the beach—and it’s
sand-proof, waterproof, and sunscreen-proof, too. With
two million copies in print, Indestructibles are the books
built for the way babies read. They are 100 percent babyproof, chew-proof, rip-proof, and drool-proof. Printed on
a unique nontoxic, paperlike material that holds up to
anything babies can throw at it—gumming, spilling,
dragging across the floor—Indestructibles are the little
books that could. They’re indestructible. And if they get
dirty, just throw them in the dishwasher or rinse them in
the sink.
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